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Background
What are proteins?

Proteins are macromolecules, consisting of one or more long chains of amino acid residues.

They function like tools in organisms:
I catalyze metabolic reactions
I replicate DNA
I respond to cell stimuli
I transport molecules

Myoglobin – binds iron and oxygen in the muscle tissue of
vertebrates
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Background
What are protein-protein interactions?

Protein-protein interactions (PPI) are physical contacts between proteins
I Vital to the protein functions mentioned before
I Enable higher protein function
I Help in determining the structure of unknown proteins

I “Guilt by association”: known with unknown protein functions
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Background
Protein-protein interaction examples
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Motivation
Extracting protein-protein interactions from biomedical text

E.g. studying diseases
→ Here: Schizophrenia
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Motivation
Extracting protein-protein interactions from biomedical text

Use cases:
I Scientists
I Molecular biologists

I Running experiments for gene/interaction research
I Demand:

I Easy access to state-of-the-art methods and publications
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Motivation
Challenges of protein-protein interaction extraction

Increase of NLP method application to biomedical text
I Increase in number of corpora and methods for PPI extraction

No general consensus for PPI annotation
I Resources largely incompatible
I Methods are difficult to evaluate
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Motivation
Challenges of protein-protein interaction extraction

Example sentence from the BioInfer corpus
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Motivation

Problem is big enough in the BioNLP community
I Shared task

Some corpora were developed in the context of the shared task
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Protein-protein interaction task

Searching for Proteins that are connected to each other via an interaction in order to extract

PPI is a relation extraction task
I Given pairs of entities from NER
I Identify if there is a relation
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Corpora

Most popular PPI corpora:
I AIMed – PPI extraction method comparison
I BioInfer – corpus for training and testing PPI extraction programs
I PRD50 – test set for the RelEx system
I IEPA – from sentences from PubMed abstracts
I LLL – shared dataset for the Learning language in Logic 2005 (LLL05) challenge
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Corpora
Requirements for selection

I Freely available
I Specifically identified named entity
I Manually annotated interactions
I Negative exampled of PPI

I Either: explicitly marked
I Or: can be validly generated under the CWA
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Corpora
Characteristics
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Corpora

I Corpora are heterogeneous
I Some fields/relations are defined in some corpora but not in others
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Corpora
Conversion

Unified format follows the standoff annotation principle:
I Original sentence text preserved
I Entities identified through character offsets

Corpora in the unified format
I Stored in XML files
I Very simple structure
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Corpora
Conversion

Transformation is a very hard task
I Highly individual native format
I Complex transformation programs
I Sometimes manual intervention required to resolve ambiguities

BioInfer conversion was most challenging
I Complex interactions and broader scope
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Corpora
Conversion

BioInfer transformed:
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Corpora
PPI extraction

Two methods
I Co-occurrence
I RelEx (full parsing-based PPI extraction method)

I Both methods are rule-based
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Corpora
PPI extraction - RelEx

Based on NLP preprocessing
I Producing dependency parse trees
I Applying small number of simple rules to

them
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Corpora
PPI extraction - RelEx Rules
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Corpora
PPI extraction - Performance
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Corpora
PPI extraction - Filtering
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Corpora
Conclusions

I The choice of corpus has a larger effect on the result than the choice between a naïve PPI
extraction method and an advanced one.

I Annotation of proteins for which there is no annotated interaction
I determines almost half of the performance difference between corpora. (Filtering)

I Notable differences in the distribution of interaction types
I Identifying often-unstated points of agreement and disagreement in annotation regarding

negation, speculative statements, the explicitness of annotated statements and the
directness of the corpus interactions
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Corpora
Takeaway

I Understanding the challenges of PPI on the basis of this corpus study presenting simple
baselines (the two rule-based systems)

I Criticism:
I No experiment section in paper
I They didn’t try to develop or train a good ML system on unified corpora
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Methods

Two methods
I SVM classifier with kernels

Tikk, D., Thomas, P., Palaga, P., Hakenberg, J., & Leser, U. (2010). A comprehensive
benchmark of kernel methods to extract protein–protein interactions from literature. PLoS
computational biology, 6(7), e1000837.

I Probabilistic Graphical Model
Mallory, E. K., Zhang, C., Ré, C., & Altman, R. B. (2015). Large-scale extraction of gene
interactions from full-text literature using DeepDive. Bioinformatics, 32(1), 106-113.
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SVM classifier with kernels
A support vector machine (SVM) is a linear classifier that finds a hyperplane

I separating the data in the space described by the feature dimensions
I that represents the largest separation between the two classes (max-margin)
I that is specified by the support vectors
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SVM classifier with kernels

Modifications needed for data that is not linearly separable
I Transform features to a space in which they are linearly separable

φ(~a) = φ((x , y)) = (x , y , x2 + y2)
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SVM classifier with kernels
Maximizing margin can be formulated as Lagrangian dual problem

I Uses dot product of training vector pairs to measure their similiarity
I Similar vectors belonging to different classes might be support vectors

19

Insight into inner products
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The claim is that this function will be maximized if we give nonzero values to a’s that
correspond to the support vectors, ie, those that ‘matter’ in fixing the maximum width
margin (‘street’).  Well, consider what this looks like. Note first from the constraint
condition that all the a’s are positive.  Now let’s think about a few cases.
Case 1. If two features xi , xj are completely dissimilar, their dot product is 0, and they don’t
contribute to L.
Case 2. If two features xi,xj are completely alike, their dot product is 0. There are 2 subcases.

Subcase 1: both xi,and xj predict the same output value yi (either +1 or –1). Then yi
x yj is always 1, and the value of aiajyiyjxixj will be positive.  But this would  decrease the
value of L (since it would subtract from the first term sum).  So, the algorithm downgrades
similar feature vectors that make the same prediction.

Subcase 2: xi,and xj make opposite predictions about the output value yi (ie, one is
+1, the other –1), but are otherwise very closely similar: then the product  aiajyiyjxix is
negative and we are subtracting it, so this adds to the sum, maximizing it. This is precisely
the examples we are looking for: the critical ones that tell the two classses apart.

Insight into inner products, graphically: 2 very
very similar xi, xj vectors that predict difft
classes tend to maximize the margin width

xi

xj

Kernels:
I Calculate distance between training pairs during training/prediction

I We can replace the dot product with a kernel function: k(~a,~b) = (φ(~a), φ(~b))
I Implicitly transform features into a different feature space
I Can calculate similarity between more than only numbers (words, parse trees, . . . )
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SVM classifier with kernels
Shallow linguistic kernel

Sum of global context kernel and local context-kernel
I global context kernel

I Sum of three kernels capturing token frequencies
I fore-between, e.g. binding of [P1] to [P2]
I between, e.g. [P1] inhibitor of [P2]
I between-after, e.g. [P1] and [P2] interact

I local context kernel
I Dot product of features from words left and right of protein mention pair

I capitalization, punctuation, numerals, . . .
I POS-tag, lemma
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SVM classifier with kernels
Constituent tree-based kernels

tions, using part-of-speech and word lists [41]. Overall, they found

that a set of about 40 manually derived patterns yields high

precision, but achieves only low recall. [42] proposed Open-

DMAP, a framework for template matching, which is backed by

ontological resources to represent slots and potential slot fillers, etc.

With 78 hand-crafted templates, they achieve an F-score of 29%

on the BioCreative 2 IPS test set [43], which was the best at the

time of the competition. [44] showed that patterns can be

generated automatically using manually annotated sentences that

are abstracted into patterns. ALIBABA goes a step further in

deriving patterns from automatically generated training data [45].

The fact that automatically generated patterns usually yield high

precision but low individual recall is made up by this method by

generating thousands of patterns. On the BioCreative 2 IPS test

set, this method achieves an F-score of around 24% without any

corpus-specific tuning [45]. The third category of approaches use

machine learning, for instance, Bayesian network approaches [46]

or maximum-entropy-based methods [47]. The later can be set up

as a two-step classification scenario, first judging sentences for

relevance to discussing protein-protein interactions, and then

classifying each candidate pair of proteins in such sentences. Using

half of the BioCreative 1 PPI corpus each for training and testing,

the approach yields an accuracy of 81.9% when using both steps,

and 81.2% when using the second step only. As ML-based

methods are the focus of our paper, we will discuss more closely

related work in the next sections.

Methods

In this section, we describe in detail the kernels we evaluated,

the corpora and how we used them as gold standards, the

measures we computed, and the parameter settings we used and

how they were obtained. We believe that such a level of detail is

necessary to compare different methods in a fair and unbiased

manner. Note that our evaluation often produces results that are

far from those published by other authors (see Results), which only

underlines the importance of a clear statement regarding

evaluation methods.

Figure 1. Syntax tree parse generated by the Charniak–Lease parser. The syntax tree parse of the example sentence SsgG transcription also
requires the DNA binding protein GerE. Under the parse tree we show its substructures used by the subtree, subset tree, partial tree, and spectrum tree
kernels.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000837.g001

Kernels for Protein-Protein Interaction Mining

PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org 3 July 2010 | Volume 6 | Issue 7 | e1000837

Subtree kernel Subset tree kernel
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SVM classifier with kernels
Constituent tree-based kernels

tions, using part-of-speech and word lists [41]. Overall, they found

that a set of about 40 manually derived patterns yields high

precision, but achieves only low recall. [42] proposed Open-

DMAP, a framework for template matching, which is backed by

ontological resources to represent slots and potential slot fillers, etc.

With 78 hand-crafted templates, they achieve an F-score of 29%

on the BioCreative 2 IPS test set [43], which was the best at the

time of the competition. [44] showed that patterns can be

generated automatically using manually annotated sentences that

are abstracted into patterns. ALIBABA goes a step further in

deriving patterns from automatically generated training data [45].

The fact that automatically generated patterns usually yield high

precision but low individual recall is made up by this method by

generating thousands of patterns. On the BioCreative 2 IPS test

set, this method achieves an F-score of around 24% without any

corpus-specific tuning [45]. The third category of approaches use

machine learning, for instance, Bayesian network approaches [46]

or maximum-entropy-based methods [47]. The later can be set up

as a two-step classification scenario, first judging sentences for

relevance to discussing protein-protein interactions, and then

classifying each candidate pair of proteins in such sentences. Using

half of the BioCreative 1 PPI corpus each for training and testing,

the approach yields an accuracy of 81.9% when using both steps,

and 81.2% when using the second step only. As ML-based

methods are the focus of our paper, we will discuss more closely

related work in the next sections.

Methods

In this section, we describe in detail the kernels we evaluated,

the corpora and how we used them as gold standards, the

measures we computed, and the parameter settings we used and

how they were obtained. We believe that such a level of detail is

necessary to compare different methods in a fair and unbiased

manner. Note that our evaluation often produces results that are

far from those published by other authors (see Results), which only

underlines the importance of a clear statement regarding

evaluation methods.

Figure 1. Syntax tree parse generated by the Charniak–Lease parser. The syntax tree parse of the example sentence SsgG transcription also
requires the DNA binding protein GerE. Under the parse tree we show its substructures used by the subtree, subset tree, partial tree, and spectrum tree
kernels.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1000837.g001

Kernels for Protein-Protein Interaction Mining

PLoS Computational Biology | www.ploscompbiol.org 3 July 2010 | Volume 6 | Issue 7 | e1000837

Partial tree kernel Spectrum tree kernel

I Compares vertex walk
paths

I Adjustable with a path
length parameter q
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SVM classifier with kernels
Dependency parse-based kernels

k-band shortest path spectrum kernel
I Similar to Spectrum tree kernel (does vertex walks)

I Works on dependency trees
I Considers only shortest path between protein pairs
I Additionally considers nodes within distance k of shortest path

SPSk(pi , pj) =

qmax∑
q=qmin

max
i∈pq

i j∈pq
j

(t-scoreL,E ,D,l,e,d(i , j)),

where L = token-, E = candidate entity-, D = dependency type-tolerance, l, e, d the scores
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SVM classifier with kernels
Dependency parse-based kernels

k-band shortest path spectrum kernel
I t-score examples:

L = token-, E = candidate entity-, D = dependency type-tolerance, l, e, d the scores
I t-score0,0,−1,1,3,6(_ENT_1_ ← nn ← transcription, _ENT_1_ ← nn ← transcription) = 3+6+1
I t-score0,0,−1,1,3,6(_ENT_1_ ← nn ← transcription, _ENT_1_ ← nn ← expression) = 3+6+0
I t-score0,0,−1,1,3,6(_ENT_1_ ← nn ← transcription, protein ← nn ← _ENT_1_) = 0+6+0
I t-score0,0,−1,1,3,6(_ENT_1_ ← nn ← transcription, _ENT_1_ ← dobj ← requires) = 0
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SVM classifier with kernels
Dependency parse-based kernels

Cosine-similarity

I Considers shortest path between protein
mentions

I Represents word frequencies as vectors
I Compares candidate entities using cosine

similarity

Edit distance

I Similarity score derived from edit distance
I Number of deletions, insertions and

substitutions required to turn on into the
other
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SVM classifier with kernels
Dependency parse-based kernels

All-paths graph kernel
I Considers paths of all lengths
I Considers both dependency parse and sentence surface form
I Paths assigned higher weights the closer they are to shortest path between mentions
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SVM classifier with kernels
Evaluation

I Uses the corpora introduced earlier (AIMed, BioInfer, HPRD50, IEPA, LLL)
I Three different evaluation methods

I Cross-Validation (document-level, 10-fold)
I Cross-Learning (Train on four corpora, test on the fifth one)
I Cross-Corpus (Train on one corpus, test on the other four)
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SVM classifier with kernels
Cross-Validation

AIMed BioInfer HPRD50 IEPA LLL
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Co-occ RelEx SL ST SST PT SpT kBSPS cosine edit APG

SL=Shallow linguistic, ST=Subtree, SST=Subset tree, PT=Partial tree, SpT=Spectrum tree,
kBSPS=k-band shortest path spectrum, APG=all-paths graph

I Foo
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SVM classifier with kernels
Cross-Learning

AIMed BioInfer HPRD50 IEPA LLL
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SL=Shallow linguistic, ST=Subtree, SST=Subset tree, PT=Partial tree, SpT=Spectrum tree,
kBSPS=k-band shortest path spectrum, APG=all-paths graph 40 / 54



SVM classifier with kernels
Cross-Corpus

Trained on AIMed

BioInfer HPRD50 IEPA LLL
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SVM classifier with kernels
Cross-Corpus

Trained on BioInfer
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DeepDive

Implements whole processing pipeline

journals due to their relevance to biology and genetics research from

the PLOS publisher. These corpora contained 102 764, 3565 and

4416 documents, respectively. We converted each PDF document to

text using the Tesseract OCR engine (Smith, 2007), and we parsed

the text of each document using Stanford CoreNLP 1.3.4 (Manning

et al., 2014). Each document was split into individual sentences and

each sentence tokenized. Tokens were labeled with parts of speech

tags, named entity recognition tags and dependency graph relation-

ships to other tokens in the sentence.

2.2 Gene–gene extractor
The gene–gene extractor takes a document or sentence as input and

constructs a set of candidate relations. Here, a candidate relation

has two components: two co-occurring genes in the sentence and the

set of features that describe that gene pair in the sentence. We will

refer to both proteins and genes as genes unless discussing a specific

type of interaction (e.g. a physical PPI).

2.2.1 Extracting co-occurring gene pairs

We define a co-occurring gene pair as two genes co-occurring within

a sentence in a given document. We restrict sentences to contain no

more than 50 tokens. The extractor annotated tokens in the sentence

as genes if they occurred in a dictionary of human gene symbols con-

taining both HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) offi-

cial symbols and alternate symbols from the NCBI Gene database.

We require genes to match the dictionary exactly and do not accept

case-insensitive matches. Finally, we only extract gene symbols as a

gene mention and disregard full name mentions. From the set of

annotated gene tokens in a sentence, we constructed all pairs of dis-

tinct gene symbols.

2.2.2 Extracting features

Each candidate relation included a set of features that provided text-

ual information about the co-occurring gene pair from the associ-

ated sentence. Feature categories and examples are depicted in

Figure 2. These features included one and two word windows

around each gene entity in the sentence, prepositional interaction

patterns and a variety of dependency graph features. Instead of

hard-coding specific features before running the extractor, we de-

veloped high-level feature patterns that became specific binary fea-

tures based on the input sentences. For example, instead of

specifically creating a feature for the phrase ‘interacts with’ between

the two genes in the sentence, we created a high-level feature pattern

for any word sequence occurring between the two genes in the sen-

tence. In this way, we developed a binary feature for ‘interacts with’

between genes and binary features for any phrase occurring between

the genes in the training data.

2.3 Distant supervision
We used distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009) to apply labels to

gene–gene candidate relations. Distant supervision allows us to

Fig. 1. Gene–gene extraction pipeline. (A) We performed text pre-processing to parse documents into sentences and tokens and to construct dependency graphs

between tokens in the sentences. This parsed data were stored in a sentences database. (B) The gene–gene extractor constructed candidate relations from the

sentences and deposited them into a database. These relations composed of a pair of genes and features from the sentence. (C) DeepDive calculated probabilities

that the candidate relation was an interaction using inference rules based on the features. (D) We performed system tuning to identify and correct system errors.

Furthermore, we performed a snowball technique where we input correct relations as new training examples in the next system iteration

Fig. 2. High-level feature patterns. Boxes represent relevant patterns in the sen-

tence for the feature. Light gray boxes indicate features for GeneA and black

boxes indicate features for GeneB. Shared boxes are represented with a medium

gray box. The feature applies to both genes if only a light gray box is present

108 E.K.Mallory et al.
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DeepDive
Preprocessing

I Takes PDF documents as input
I Optical Character Recognition using Tesseract OCR

I Stanford CoreNLP for
I Tokenization
I POS-tagging, Named-entity recognition
I Dependency parse
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DeepDive
Gene-gene extractor

I Extracts set of candidate relations given sentence/document using dictionary
I Labels candidates with is_correct={true, false, unknown} using distant supervision
I Extracts features for each candidate relation
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DeepDive
Gene-gene extractor
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DeepDive
Inference

I Models probability of candidates being PPI-interactions
I Implemented as probabilistic graphical model with single output is_correct
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DeepDive
Evaluation

I Uses documents from PLOS (Public Library of Science) to train
I PLOS One (multidisciplinary), PLOS Biology, PLOS Genetics
I 102764, 3565, 4416 documents
I candidate extraction yields 42,736 true, 65,606 false, 1,617,806 unknown

I true and false candidates are added as unknown too

I Uses Gibbs Sampling to train
I Candidates with p(is_correct=true) > 0.9 are considered PPI interactions
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DeepDive
Results

Top 10 predictors for PPI interactions:

Feature Weight
Single_Verb_Between_Genes_[bind] 1.25
Single_Verb_Between_Genes_[interact] 1.07
Verb_On_Dependency_Path_[bind] 0.91
Verb_On_Dependency_Path_[interact] 0.74
Single_Verb_Between_Genes_[regulate] 0.67
Verb_Between_Genes_[bind] 0.63
Verb_On_Dependency_Path_[regulate] 0.58
Window_Left_Gene1_Phrase_[GENE and] 0.57
Window_Right_Gene2_1gram_[protein] 0.57
Window_Left_Gene1_Phrase_[interaction between] 0.51
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DeepDive
Results

Evaluation against gold standard (DIP, Database of Interacting Proteins):

Precision Recall F1-score
DIP 0.48 0.11 0.17
DIP-Rescue 0.68 0.14 0.23
DIP-Sentence 0.68 0.46 0.54
DIP-Indirect 0.76 0.49 0.59

Evaluation against manual annotated documents:

Sentence-level precision Document-level precision
Curation_Positive_Stringent 0.62 0.71
Curation_Positive_All 0.79 0.83
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Conclusion

I PPI corpus resources are scarce
I Existing resources are relative small and hard to compare due to differing annotations
I Distant supervision can help create training data for machine learning classifiers

I Rule-based systems can still be competitive
I Pure PPI classifiers perform better than full pipeline systems
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